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Irina Novikova
Babushka in Riga – age and power in Russian-speaking
translocal contexts
(Rygos bobulës. Amþiaus ir galios veiksniai
translokalinëse rusakalbiø aplinkose)
Santrauka. Ðiame straipsnyje analizuojami socialiniai senyvo amþiaus moterø, vadinamøjø „bobuliø“,
tarpusavio santykiai ir jø ryðiai su aplinka, kurià apibûdina ávairiopos sàveikos tarp lyties, amþiaus, galios veiks-
niø ir privaèiø, intymiø, artimø gyvenamojo pasaulio srièiø. Straipsnio autorës tikslas – suprasti bûdus, kuriais
remdamosi moterys uþima tam tikrà padëtá socialinëje organizacijoje. Pagrindinis tyrimo dalykas – medþiaginiø
ir simboliniø iðtekliø, siejamø su „kilmës“ ir „vietos“ þenklais, mainai tarp senyvo amþiaus moterø, tradiciðkai
atliepianèiø „dirbanèios moters“ ir „geros motinos“ ávaizdþius. Straipsnyje teigiama, kad vyraujanti lyèiø ideo-
logija, be áprastø kultûros reprezentacijø, niekada tinkamai nenagrinëjo moterø laiko problematikos.
Media representations of a babushka tell us
about quite stereotypical, sometimes biased and
opinionated visions of old women in shawls, to-
othless, impoverished, somewhere “in Russia”,
“in Ukraine”, “in Byelorussia”. The TV audien-
ce worldwide has been consistently trained to see
angry old women’s faces in the media reports on
procommunist rallies, or poverty and decline in
Russia, or in the programs with political-ethnog-
raphic interest – about ”roots survival” in villa-
ges. Another telling example of a clichéd image
is a silent babushka in a Hollywood film in which
the protagonist played by famous ballet-dancer
Mikhail Baryshnikov struggles against KGB. An
anonymous granny sees how Baryshnikov’s cha-
racter flees KGB agents. She, of course, looks
very supportive of his actions and does not let
him down when asked by the agents.
Another widespread representation is pro-
duced in Soviet films - a group of elderly women
sitting on a bench near a house entrance or in
the yard. Often such episodes are humorous si-
milarly to newspaper anecdotes and humouristic
pictures, making fun of the “power of babushkas”.
However, this representation was not very far
from reality - grannies, sitting on the benches in
the yards, in groups, a “neighbourhood watch in
the shawls”. However, instead of a “neighbour-
hood watch”, a really funny phrase, I would pre-
fer calling them as “granny clubs” as they defini-
tely had their own “membership”, “rituals”, “inc-
lusion/exclusion” procedures, power relations etc.
“Granny clubs” are taken in this paper as an
example of different and complex, very often, ”in-
visible”, ways in which group identities and wo-
men’s identities as gender identities in terms of
age, ethnicity and positioning are formed.
What is common to all these stereotyping
images, “babushka” was supposed to know “sec-
rets” beyond others’ knowledge.
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For my analysis I use the ideas and metho-
dologies proposed by Ulla Vuorela in her rese-
arch on women, age and power in transnational
families (Bryceson, Vuorela 2002) and Nina Glick
Schiller (1997) who argues: “Underneath the gro-
wing interest in Transnational Studies stand two
simple and significant facts: (1) while processes
that cross the borders of states are as old as sta-
tes themselves, the current restructuring of capi-
talism is knitting the world together in ways that
reconfigure the contemporary organization of
power and identities; and (2) scholars are cur-
rently reflecting the current saliency of transna-
tionl processes by shifting their analytical para-
digms and rethinking their conceptualizations of
the local, national, regional, and global.” (Schil-
ler 1997; 155) In the context of transnational mig-
ration, family anthropology and cultural studies
(Hannerz 1996; Canclini 1995; Ong 1995; Nadje
Al-Ali, Khalid Koser 2002), the 1990s reconfigu-
rations of space and polity in the Baltic coun-
tries are the underresearched foci for (inter)dis-
ciplinary analysis in terms of “(1) the specifica-
tion and location of agency; (2) the relationships
between transnational processes and states; and
(3) the historical simultaneity of and interaction
between global, transnational, national, and lo-
cal social fields”. (Schiller 1997; 156)
From this perspective of historisizing and lo-
calising global and transnational processes to
avoid reification of binary thinking about past
and present, and framing possible venues into
socialist/postsocialist urban analysis, the very fac-
tor of the Soviet and post-Soviet transnational
flows and processes is highly interesting, as vie-
wed in the wider context of the global migration,
diaspora movements, cultural change, cultural
hybridisation, and the development of new cul-
tural forms (Appadurai 1997; Escobar 1994).  We
can assume that transnationalism was evolving
as a modus operandi within the framework of the
Soviet economic model of socialist proto-globa-
lisation (cf. the Caucasus, Byelorussian, Ukrai-
nian, Siberian, and other migrations), with a
number of differences. For example, an impor-
tant difference consists in the Soviet “nomadic”
mindset that having crossed a border and living
in a different republic or society, and having sha-
ped what is called “ethnic economies”, did not
constitute a standpoint for identifying someone
as ‘migrant’, permanent or temporary, and, inci-
dentally, the category of a migrant in the Soviet
context was not attributed the same connotations
characteristic to it as in the world economic sce-
ne today.
The collapse of the socialist statist economy
and Soviet political system was accompanied with
emergence of new political borders, or their res-
toration, and (re)claimed emotional boundaries.
This complex process of Soviet migration embed-
ded in the socialist economic model, and post-
Soviet cleft diasporisation, affected by the eco-
nomic marketization in the diversity of re-bor-
dering and re-imagining contexts, asks for furt-
her elaboration of applied analytical tools. In this
article I will use the notion of translocal/transna-
tional for my argument. The process of globali-
zation revolves around the process of interna-
tional migration of people that has been genera-
ting new multi-localized and partially de-territo-
rialized social realities and transnational place-
making. Transnational families, both nuclear as
well as extended families, are dispersed across
international borders. As part of this process,
transnational families create their space across
international borders for different reasons, for a
variety of personal and financial events and cir-
cumstances. But the constitution of cultural iden-
tity and its maintenance within transnational fa-
milies is perhaps decisive for shaping up com-
mitments and values in making personal and em-
ployment decisions. Similar features could be
identified in the constitution of cultural identi-
ties of millions of families cross-generationally
drawn into the orbit of the Soviet globalising po-
litics of enforced socialist extensive modernisa-
tion across the huge country in which, however,
political nation-borders did not exist. To avoid
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the methodological trap, so typical of post-So-
viet researches in imposing concepts and cate-
gories of postcolonial transnational studies upon
the migration processes of the socialist econo-
mic space, I use the notion of translocality co-
mes in handy as an analytical tool for the fami-
lies that found themselves dispersed in migra-
tions across the Soviet labour market, in a varie-
ty of diverse territories but under the same citi-
zenship regime and legislation. These territories
as Soviet republics became independent nation-
states after the collapse of the USSR, or resto-
red their independence, like the three Baltic sta-
tes, thus, placing translocal families into post-So-
viet transnational contexts and different citizens-
hip/welfare regimes.
People moving across huge Soviet labour
market, into its Baltic littoral, were definitely for-
ming a heterogeneous formation. It consisted of
people with very different cultural norms, social
practices, and socioeconomic profiles, but the
analysis of men’s and women’s experiences of
adaptation and integration as gendered experien-
ces is still rather scarce. How relationships were
sustained sustain across time and space? How
household ties and women-centered networks
were created and maintained for conducting pro-
ductive/reproductive duties and entitlements for
women as family members of different ages? As
Wong (2000; 45) argues, feminist analysis of in-
tra-household hierarchies of power, gender ide-
ologies, and struggles over decisions and access
to resources significantly enriches understandings
of transnational practices of women in migrato-
ry flows. Georges Fouron and Nina Glick Schil-
ler emphasize that over the years, ”feminist scha-
olarship has illuminated the ways in which gen-
ders are differentiated and gender hierarchies are
constituted as path of the way women and men
learn to identify with a nation-state. Much less
has been siad about the social reproduction of
gender in transnational spaces. These spaces are
created as people emigrate, settle far from their
motherlands, and yet develop networks of con-
nection that maintain familia, economic, religio-
us, and politicla ties to those  homelands.” (Fou-
ron, Schiller 2001; 539)
My research was based on in-depth semi-
structured interviews of Russian-speaking women
in different age groups who either were born in
Latvia or brought in childhood together with their
family. The condition of being far away from ‘ho-
me’, facing the challenges of a new place was the
common ground on which their networks, fami-
lies, structures of individual and collective fee-
ling of belonging developed. I considered using
interviews and oral narratives to understand the
transformation of our individual identities du-
ring the dramatic shift from one economic mo-
del into the other, both based on migrations, and
both entailing respective transnational experien-
ces and transformations in cultural, ethnic and
gender identities. Exploring the processes of be-
longing and identity formation also included my
own observations and experience, thus, autobiog-
raphical element as part of the research metho-
dology is considered by me as appropriate - ‘like
ethnography, it has a commitment to the actual’
(Fischer 1986: 198).1
The interviews focused on women’s memo-
ries and stories about their “babushkas” and
”granny clubs” in their urban neighbourhoods,
in different boroughs of Riga - Kengarags, Sar-
kandaugava, Purvciems, and a small satellite
town of Saulkrasty.  All these districts are cha-
racterised with a sizeable Russian-speaking po-
pulation. All women respondents are Russian-
speaking.  All of them moved into the newly-built
block houses, built either instead of workers’ bar-
racks, or in Riga outskirts, instead of private hou-
ses. Grandparents of most of the respondents
(rather characteristic for Russian-speaking dwel-
1
 Sutama Ghosh and Lu Wang point to Fischer’s (1986) argument that biography and autobiographical fiction can perhaps
serve as key forms for the exploration of ethnic identity in the current pluralist, postindustrial society.
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lers of Riga) either lived in the countryside, or
moved from countryside to a city in their young
years – either in the 1930s, or in the 1950s. All
families moved to Latvia in the mid-1950s-early
1960s.
Latvia of the 1960s-1990s was subjected to
expansion of the Soviet urban economy. Soviet
urbanisation in the Baltic region went hand-in-
hand with its forced industrial modernization, alt-
hough Latvia (similarly to Lithuania and Esto-
nia) was a typically agrarian country before its
annexation into the USSR in 1940. So, the terri-
tory was subjected to a considerable migration
from the territories other than Latvia – Byelo-
russia, Ukraine, Russia, etc. Neighbourhoods in
the growing cities were part of a bigger const-
ruction plan including infrastructure of shops, da-
ycare centers, schools etc. Families, teachers, chil-
dren, retired men and women even shared work-
places (like the military or workers of a factory
in the vicinity of the neighbourhood). This pro-
cess also included the formation of a specific so-
cial, gender, age, ethnicity group in an urban en-
vironment – elderly retired Russian-speaking wo-
men from migrant families. Non-formal neigh-
borhood networks developed that derived their
basis from the immediate spatial proximity of ne-
ighbors in the same building or block and the
resulting inevitably daily contacts, relationships,
and conflicts. Their social space was mainly ur-
ban neighbourhood in ”bedroom” districts, main-
ly built in Riga and other cities of Latvia since
the 1960s until even nowadays. Here I use the
category “migrant” posteriori, and it was not used
in the Soviet language of employment and labour
market in the way as it is used derogatively in
the Latvian mainstream press of today.
The families of the respondents belonged to
a translocal type of families whose relatives li-
ved and migrated all over the USSR. After the
collapse of the USSR, some of them have tried
to retain strong links with their relatives across
the borders but these links, as all respondents
acknowledged have been nevertheless weakening
in the span of the 1990s. My questions were main-
ly about how a respondent remembers a babus-
hka network in her Russian-speaking social mic-
ro-community, how a respondent’s sense of be-
longing to the place where she now lives was ne-
gotiated into her, and of course, what kind of as-
sets and social capital did women employ when
“anchoring” in new places and in the processes
of social identity transformation into “granny”.
There was something that really impressed
me during these long interviews that in all cases
finally transformed into “talking about life and
us”. The first response to my question about “ba-
bushka” figure in a woman-respondent’s family
was either ironical or rather indifferent. As soon
as a respondent started telling her childhood and
youth experiences, episodes in the neighbourho-
od, her relationship with her granny or grannies
in a yard, the spontaneous memory-work brought
her into telling me flows of stories, memories and
lively discussions.  It was one of my most interes-
ting times two years ago, and recently, that I spent
with these women, looking at their smiling, laug-
hing faces, and joyful eyes. Together we remem-
bered the lives of those who had already been
dead, who had lived lives full of hardships and
fears, love and joy. Together we remembered tho-
se beyond history at large and its contemporary
revisions for current geopolitical causes.
”GRANNY CLUBS”
I have tried to contextualise “granny clubs”’
existence within the logics of the postwar Soviet
economy that shaped up social conditions for de-
veloping three-generational translocal urban
migrant families to share one apartment and to
form a shared ”family basket” and care practices
of children and elderly people
A grandmother in such families either mo-
ved to her “children” to help them (caring of
grandchildren or getting a bigger apartment), or
getting retired, she kept the home economy run-
ning (going to shopping qeues, working in a ve-
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getable garden, getting food when family is at
work, cooking meals, cleaning, taking care of
grandchildren, etc.) All these home functions we-
re central to the family welfare as they secured
her “children”’s full-time work, and this made a
granny figure into an indispensable and essen-
tial to the social landscape of a Soviet city. It is
noteworthy that a care resource central to the
family welfare - child care (for free) – was cen-
tral to granny’s social worth in the families with
both full-time workers for the Soviet low-produc-
tivity and low-pay economy.
Irina M. Actually, my mother in a way sacrificed
her last years of paid full-time work before retirement
to secure my career advancement until my pay incre-
ased. But then the economy restructuring started in
the early 1990s, and I had to have three jobs to provi-
de the family consisting of my son and two retired el-
derly parents. They became ”parents” for my child whi-
le I earned money for family welfare turning into the
only breadwinner of the family.
Lena M.: My mother-in-law is very special. She
knows everything, she watches everybody, takes care
of everybody around. ”Where have you been? Why did
you come so late? Have you had a meal?” A sort of
grand matriarch. We still live in the same neighbour-
hood although so many around moved house. We still
have barracks in the yard, from older times, before
the houses were built. Our ”babul’ki” who had once
lived in these “barracks” adore looking after children
in the yard. ”Don’t worry, Lenochka, I will look after
your girl. Nothing will happen to her”. /…/ Or they
call a child into their circle. The child who just plays
in the sandbed. They will ask the child all questions,
how is his mom, how is his/her family. /…/ There is a
hierarchy in this club, and the president is ”Sobach-
ka”. She knows everything about everybody.
Irina M. For my mother, going for a walk with my
son was a ritual shared by all other grannies. They
had their unwritten times when to meet in the inner
yard, on the bench about which everybody knew that
it was their bench. If a stranger took a seat on it, they
slowly, one by one, were fleeing to other benches in the
yard. The reason why they liked this particular bench
was its strategic position – they could observe the whole
yard. The only obstacles were some tree groups and
bushes behind which grandchildren tended to hide
themselves with the sense of collective freedom from
their grannies.
Such groups of grannies became an unalie-
nable part of a house neighbourhood “landsca-
pe”, in particular, in those places where houses
were built in a circle or quadrangle so that there
was an inner yard, with the sand-bed, benches,
and other possible places for coming together.
Grannies formed visible social collectives in lots
and lots of these yards. When I say – ”grannies”
- I should say that it is a highly conditional desc-
riptive notion as these groups included women
of different ages, and the rules of selection into
these yard elite clubs is still something to think
about. These groups were composed in different
ways. They could be women of the same ”ori-
gin” if an apartment-block is built instead of for-
mer so-called worker barracks. Or grannies could
be women mainly belonging to the same neigh-
bourhood. “Granny clubs” could be formed by
retired women living not far from each other, and
having worked at the same enterprise. Of cour-
se, the most visible group was grandmothers ta-
king care of grandchildren if the parents didn’t
want to give a child to a kindergarten. They could
be accompanied by younger women walking with
the children in the same yard. Different genea-
logies can be reclaimed from their past experien-
ces here – either “gossiping women” near a villa-
ge water-well, or women (of course, gossiping)
in the kitchen of a communal flat. Different ge-
nealogies of women’s communal experiences and
negotiations were definitely in the memories of
these women about cherished or hated collecti-
ve spaces of women’s knowledge, news, opinions,
attitudes, negotiations, microsocial mindsets, etc.
Exclusion rules could be very rigid in such
“clubs”. So, what could have happened if a wo-
man – a potential “member” by virtue of age –
ignored such “granny club”? The situation with
Lena’s mother was really a spectacular demonst-
ration of an exclusion rhetoric and attitude. In
the 1960s, after moving to a new apartment and
neighbourhood, she once demonstrated the wo-
men of her age in the yard that she did not even
intend to belong to their “club”. Thus, as a “pu-
nishment’, they did not greet her, kept silence
when she passed by their group sitting on the
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bench, and one could be sure about their gossi-
ping tail behind her back in the neighbourhood.
Family pets became poor victims of revenge
and inferences in another case of “exclusion” and
negative marking. Irina L.’s mother who tried to
avoid “inclusion” in her neighbourhood’s “gran-
ny club”, once received the following comment
from them: ”You have such a wonderful family.
Your daughters are very polite, your husband is so
good, only your dog is so nastily wretched – who
has she taken after?” Having a dog in the 1970s
was a marker of a well-off status and social diffe-
rence which received negative connotations in
this “anti-dog” comment (you are not “us”). It
was also a hint about her home as a woman’s res-
ponsibility in which she, either mother or wife,
does not – as they tried to infer – create the at-
mosphere of love and care, and this clearly shows
in the dog’s “evil” behaviour!!! Irina M. remem-
bered forever how “babushkas” “attacked” a wo-
man in her forties as her kitten accidentally pis-
sed into the sand-bed where their grandchildren
used to play. The moment was used to express
their attitudes and evaluation toward the whole
family’s women who were ”too independent” and
”too self-assured” in their behaviour towards
grannies, thus, the whole neighbourhood. Such
behaviour was definitely part of their demands
on their symbolic recognition in a neighbourho-
od. Symbolic recognition was expressed in how
one must greet them reverently enough. Other-
wise, the question could follow ”what’s wrong
with you, sweetie?” Or the question could be re-
ferred to a young woman’s mother: ”Does your
daughter have troubles at work? She somehow
did not want to talk with us”. Thus, experienced
dwellers of the community preferred greeting a
granny from such “club” immediately and with a
dosage of reverence that never looked sufficient
in the eyes of the grannies.
This social behaviour of old women who to-
ok care of their children’s families, definitely ma-
nifested the cultural knowledge they brought
along to the urban communities – the knowled-
ge of the woman’s value accumulation process
in the traditional agrarian culture. A woman ac-
quires a symbolical capital of becoming a ”mat-
riarch” only in compliance with evaluation scale
of the village community on her maternal per-
formances.  The “evaluation scale” curiously was
reclaimed into a tool of collective construction
of their agency in the neighbourhood. Significant-
ly, this way to perform the value-acquisition with
age and to find possible spaces for such collecti-
ve performances upon others was undertaken in
the circumstances of old women’s devalorisation
in the Soviet modernist constructed “identity” of
a woman - mother-worker - in terms of their age
beyond a mother-worker performance, on the
one hand, and on the other, in the contexts of
their relative alienation from a homeland and clo-
se relatives.
There was something else and very impor-
tant in these manifestations of woman in age and
in public. Going to the yard in the morning and
in the evening was an important public event for
an elderly retired woman identified as babka. Ta-
king care of oneself – hairdresser, neat clothes –
“neat good grandmother” – was part of rituals
creating a parapublic space by old women for
themselves and by themselves. The Soviet public
space – very marginal anyway -  somehow did
not “see” old women, “grannies”, and did not
offer them “free-time” public spaces of as cafes
or restaurants for getting together. And of cour-
se they would not go there anyway, keeping faith
to the code of being “thrifty” and “economical”
as well as in the absence of traditions for elderly
women to come together (for a cup of tea, for
example) in urban public spaces. But the tradi-
tion of going to church, as the symbolical space
of their confessional-ethnic belonging (putting
candles for their mothers, going to services) was
treasured and maintained.
Buying for somebody in the “club” was a ve-
ry important token of mutual trust, even to the
level of friendliness. The level of friendliness, ho-
wever, had its different sublevels of the private,
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obviously depending on the social status of wo-
men in the group. In a house of military families
(a sort of middle-classish), the communication
was mainly in the yard, with extremely rare visits
to each other’s homes. In a working-class house,
doors were open to the extent of borrow-lend
system (a loaf of bread, a pickled cucumber, etc.)
Storytelling as a collective identity-mainte-
nance ritual was central to these women’s finally
settled life as grannies. By sharing memories in
story-telling hours – weaving the experiences of
the present into memories about the past - they
were performing a function of symbolical cohe-
sion, in being go-between figures betwen main-
land and a new living place. Relatives’ networks
functioned through them – they knew the kins-
hip networks, addresses, social capital of their
extended family, dispersed over the territory of
the USSR. They cared for family corresponden-
ce, guest trips, even matchmaking, etc. – in one
word, keeping family ties. With these “interme-
diary” functions they operated as go-between fi-
gures in the symbolic link betwen mainland and
new living place - the imaginary space of ”Rus-
sia” or “Ukraine, or “Siberia”interspaced with
the present neighbourhood identity in Riga.  Part
of this, absence of socialising places for elderly
women in urban spaces retrieved something from
their memories – existence of such women’s net-
works in rural areas of their origin.
“Five minutes in the yard, and you know
the secrets of CIA”!
I never forget a couple of episodes in my li-
fe. Some 15 years ago I was walking in the center
of the legendary city Odessa, now in Ukraine.
Tired, I sat down on the bench, next to two el-
derly women and accidentally overheard a speck
of their conversation: “My Vova again meets with
this girl whom I don’t like, and tell me, please,
what these Americans have found in Reagan?”
A couple of years ago, walking this time in the
center of Padova in Italy, I came across two el-
derly women standing in the midst of the side-
walk, and again a speck of their conversation in
Russian: “Can you imagine – this neighbour of
ours – again she has a new boyfriend!”. How at
home I was – this was also my experience in the
yard of our neighbourhood, as soon as I came
out to see my mother, surrounded by other gran-
nies. She, a retired elderly woman, who helped
me to grow up my son, had no way out, but to
allow being included in our local “granny club”
and “exchanging news” in the nearby street.
Knowledge about the world turned such groups
into fervent newspaper/TV discussion clubs.
Granddaddies, as some of my respondents told
me, tried to join such “news discussions” – from
Masha’s new boyfriend to CIA secrets - but for
them it was usually hard to compete with “gran-
ny knowledge” because it was the public space
in which it was women to women who expressed
their views, who negotiated them, who listened
to each other, who were interested in each ot-
her, and the least interested in what men might
say to them. (“Go home and watch your TV”)
Neighbourhood and “telling news”, or gos-
sip, cannot be alienated from each other in such
context: “granny clubs” were a ”conversational
blanket” of neighbourhood, and very important-
ly, their favourite genre was definitely “an ex-
pressive device that mediates social contradic-
tions, the most important source of which in his
case was the conflict between the ideals of fami-
ly privacy on the one hand, and the maintenance
of friendship networks through gossip, on the ot-
her.  For example, one of my respondents Anya
told me her friend Ruslan’s story. She intervie-
wed him as she was very enthusiastic about lear-
ning more of how others in her yard remember
these invisible presences in childhood:
“In the middle of the yard always grannies were sit-
ting. We could leave the apartment doors opened be-
cause grannies – like our yard guards – were sitting
always, and when my mother comes home, they in-
form her that I am not at home.  <…> When my
mother went for a trip, they told me: You are matu-
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ring. Three weeks as your mother has been away, but
you have not brought any girls. We have not heard
any music. What’s wrong? <...> Everything was re-
ported to my mother: Today your Ruslan has brought
two girls. What kind of the girls? Short one, the other
– ah, don’t remember <...>”.
Memory of these episodes excellently testi-
fies to what everyone might have unconsciously
experienced in her or his young years. Nuanced
”controlling” strategies of young people’s social
habits were exerted through their mothers’ con-
cern about the neighbourhood’s opinions in the
gossips (Tebbutt 1995) of the family moral profi-
le. (“What would everybody say?”) For example,
Anya’s mother used to say to her older sister in
childhhood: What will everybody say in the hou-
se? Lena’s mother-in-law kept repeating to Le-
na: What will the neighbours say? Or They told me
... Ira M. mother used to say: They in the yard …
They say in the yard…What, for example, Ruslan
did not do for his mother to feel OK was signal-
led to his mother when she came home crossing
the yard and being informed by grannies en rou-
te. Gossip as a way of controlling strategies for
the “meaning” of matching the norms further sip-
ped into private spaces – “The doors to my room
had to be always opened” –  a typical  utterance in
Irina M., Anya, Lena M. interviews)
Apart from moral evaluation, not necessa-
rily valued by youngsters, but utterly significant
for their moms (!), the “conversational blanket”
of babushkas was significant for other practical
reasons in their “care package”. For example, in
Irina M’s apartment the windows looked out at
the local shop, and the family could see when
the truck with meat products and bread was dri-
ving up – the telephone system was used to in-
form the own network. But these extended con-
nections went rarely beyond the boundaries of
the neighbourhood yard (“a community”, “a vil-
lage”).  This “spacing” created Us and Them,
images of stable micro-communities – our sand-
bed, for our children and grandchildren, not for
strangers; our benches, etc. This emotional boun-
dary-construction never allowed children from
other yards to play in “our” sandbeds. Paths
through the yard could easily become objects of
the latert grannies’ observations what kind of
strangers go through “their” territory,
“Who is who in the neighbourhood” was ac-
companied with grannies’ strategic skills in gar-
dening, shopping, caring for children – needed
skills and strategic knowledge in the periods of the
late 1970s and the stagnant impoverished 1980s.
Grandparents occupied central places in the ”gar-
den-maintenance” part of the home economy.
Gardening was a very important cohering – but
so routine, so boring (all grandchildren say it) -
practice in the family that evokes traditional ha-
bits of canning, conserving, drying, preparing for
winter – in other words, “having keys to a lar-
der”. Quite a number of families have maintai-
ned this tradition of gardening for home through
generations, let them be businessmen of today
Mushrooming, berry-picking - all rituals as part
of family traditions have even now retained the
value of family ”knowledge”, but they were spe-
cially respected and valued in the economy of scar-
city of the late 1970s-1980s.  Shopping was no less
crucial to the continuity of family economy. In
the collapsing economy of the late Soviet period,
free time became an important resource - was-
ting hours, in lines for food, would be a load upon
working people, and this time-consuming prac-
tice became a ”prerogative” of grandparents, par-
ticularly, grandmothers.
Irina M.: In the morning my father used to come up
to the window in my bedroom and look out. If there
was a truck next to the shop’s back entrance, this me-
ant that fresh bread, sausages, meat had been trans-
ported. He went to the shop immediately to join the
growing line. Then my mother dressed my son and
went together with him to the shop – to join my father.
Rather often, products were given to a number of fa-
mily units in the line, thus, if all of them were in the
line, they got a triple portion. Then my mother came
home like from the war front-line, and then hurried
up to the yard to boast her grannies what an excellent
”bread-grasper” she was.
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Pleasure of shared (grand)mothering
The center of such “granny club” usually we-
re grannies with grandchildren – a symbol of their
power in the family and grown children’s depen-
dency upon them. They were rather powerless
to influence their children’s occupational and ma-
rital decisions. So, firstly, they had to bargain for
care through the claims on reciprocity. And se-
condly, they maintained a good family image in
the eyes of the community for own self-identifi-
cation as “matriarchs” – a legacy of their rural
belongings and traditional knowledge of what is
included in the meaning of an identity of an el-
derly woman. Lena M. told me about her neigh-
bour on the second fllor:
“The whole house was afraid of her. I know that
she worked at the registration department of our local
clinic. Thus, she had access to knowledge of who is
who in the family, a very detailed information on il-
lnesses in the family, family problems. I think that so-
metimes in our family some ”directing” moments we-
re told to my elder sister about her dress, about her
outlook, about coming late at home. My mother used
to tell:”If Vera Ivanovna finds out, I will feel ashamed
in front of everybody”. ... Mother worked at the facto-
ry and her colleagues also lived in the same house.
So, nothing wrong could have come out of the boun-
daries of the family, for example, if my elder sister ca-
me later than usual.”
How to be a good daughter to your mother
in this situation included considering grannies’
presence and their attitudes as it was more im-
portant for a mother than for a daughter. But to
be good in the eyes of one’s mother meant to be
good for the sake of her relationship with such
“granny club”. To be a disciplined, accurately and
modestly dressed girl gave more symbolical va-
lue to her mother as ”mother” in the eyes of the
house, or neighborhood, thus, perpetuating the
respectability and good opinions of the family
for all in the neighbourhood, and wider, at work
(typically, if colleagues live in the same neigh-
bourhood). Lena, for example, was obviously
stressed in her childhood about her dresses. Any
dress innovations were of course a source of con-
tinuous discussion and criticism with her mot-
her. There was no opposition between traditio-
nal and innovative in grannies’ rhetoric - as such
it was substituted for ”too modern, something
modest, shapeless is better” in her mother’s
words. Lena’s mother – not untypically – was used
to performing normative functions as to what
kind of the girl her daughter must be in the eyes
of the public and its immediate evaluators as so-
on as her daughter goes out of the house entran-
ce. Social control of good young women sipped
into mothers’ worries – What would everybody
say? – influencing mother-daughter relationship
– a good girl, thus, a good mother.
All respondents testified as to how extremely
important were rituals in this context. When a
woman comes up to such group sitting in the yard,
on the bench next to the entrance, she would be
polite, and her mother could also give her all in-
structions before her daugher leaves the group –
what to do at home, what to buy at the local sto-
re, and how it was at work In such highly symbo-
lical performance of power irrespective of your
age and professional position, husbands of their
daughters tried to avoid such situations. Less ca-
re was exposed about boys as they are future men.
(If something is wrong with a boy, what is wrong
with his mother? Her full-time work? Her divor-
ce, or single motherhood?)
Divorce was always a highly discussed issue
in granny clubs.  Irina M.’s tells that her mother
hid the fact of the daughter’s divorce as her mot-
her had a highly respected status of a wise and
good mother in grannies’ community. The guilt
was shifted upon her daughter as she had a PhD
– a too much knowing woman, and this is too
bad for keeping a full family. After many divor-
ces happened to the daughters of these grannies,
Irina M. was re-imagined as a really strong wo-
man who just threw away her ”muzhik” (bloke),
brought up her son by herself and because she –
the reciprocity principle – took care of both el-
derly parents until their deaths. It is really inte-
resting that, reciprocally, the care of old people
was demanded from a daughter, which marked
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a significant shift in tradition. In traditional ag-
rarian cultures of Russia the eldest brother’s fa-
mily takes care of the elderly. This shift also re-
flects the socialist labour market segregation and
inequality of man’s and woman’s values in the
sphere of work. A husband was not expected to
share care of his parents, and usually mother, and
his career whereas it is a daughter’s expected ro-
le at the expense of her career expectations.
Conclusion: “Away from this nasty yard”
I have tried to track - through memories of
daughters and granddaughters - a microsocial
world of neighbourhoods in Riga outskirts, in
which its actors – grannies – performed a certain
integrative capacity in producing certain stabili-
zing orientation in collective neighbourhood/
house behaviour. In this world their daughters
became go-between mother-figures between the-
se actors and younger generations although the
latter supposedly ”never took any notice of the-
se grannies”, or ”no influence whatsoever”. They
produced ”common meanings” of belonging eit-
her through the workplace of husbands, or
through belonging to the “same place and ro-
ots”, the same origins (”zemlyachka” – “from the
same land” e.g. from the Smolensk region, or Sa-
ratov region, etc.). These “common roots” bet-
ween women might even have overweighed any
other differences, like social, economic, etc. in
producing a dominant ”dimension” of this so-
cial ”space”, even the opinion majority in the
granny group. In a story of one of my respon-
dents, for example, an issue of divorce and sin-
gle motherhood was changing from conservati-
ve and judgemental to emphatetic and valued due
to the presence of the three women from the
Smolensk region, with their daughters as profes-
sionals, with good careers, divorced and with chil-
dren.
Such “granny clubs” were indispensable in
shaping the structures of feeling (Williams 1997;
132) as gendered patterns, particularly, in const-
ructing the feeling of (trans)local belonging –
what it means to be a “Russian woman”, for
example, on (1) a translocal level of (2) personal
identification with a locality (3) within an exten-
ded-family mapping across the Soviet Union. On
the other hand, this translocal level was clearly
linked up to a localised sense of “common pla-
ce”. Belonging to such “club” would legitimise a
woman or her relatives to obtain from a “granny
club”, sitting in the sun, an overwhelming infor-
mation of her family members – if they went
shopping, dating, walking, etc.. These levels also
included the construction of local “fused” col-
lective memory – rural childhoods, experiences
of war, cross-generational memory of a neigh-
bourhood. Focal to all these levels of belonging,
identification, memory was a family cohesion, sta-
bilisation, finding decisions or understanding of
problems the children and grandchildren.
The private and para-public spaces should
be seen as spaces inflecting women’s gender iden-
tification with traditional knowledge and values
of what it means to be a woman.  We see, on the
one hand, the reproduction of elderly women’s
cultural habits. On the other hand, the lack of
elder women’s public spaces so obviously unvei-
led the following - the socialist city economy did
not produce spaces for certain groups of people
in terms of their age and gender. To give an exam-
ple, already in the mid-1990s, in Riga, in my for-
mer neighbourhood that used to have such “gran-
ny club” I was highly amazed when I met my old
acquaintances – two babushkas rushing to a ne-
arby tiny café. They used to be the ones from
our ‘granny club”. They of course stopped me.
And of course they were quite informed about
my life (though I had not seen them for ages).
And of course one of them told me again to put
on a warm scarf not to catch a cold. And of  course
they told me about those who have already grown
in the yard, who have already moved to Russia
or America, who had already married and had
children, and so on, and so on. However, they
told me that they were not going to sit any lon-
ger in “this nasty yard” and that they ”can afford
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each other’s company, with a cup of coffee and a
piece of cake in a nearby cafe!”
The phrase “this nasty yard” was a perfect
verbal micro-reflection of complex transforma-
tions in the cities of Latvia that previously had
been a well-integrated part of the Soviet indust-
rial circuit. With its collapse, and with a drama-
tic change in the economic model of postsocia-
list societies, the relations within communities of
origin and migration have significantly been
changing in terms of identity formation and be-
longing in multiple sites. I tried to show the sig-
nificance of gender, age and power in spatialisa-
tion and memorialisation practices for social ca-
pitalisation process in the 1980s and even eartly
1990s. But by the mid-1990s, the new persistent
ideologies of ethnicity, identity and gender have
definitely presented obstacles to keeping the
prior micro-spaces of translocal communities
running on.
In dominant re-inventions of dominant de-
finitions of ethnic, gender and cultural belongings
and identities, women’s roles and relationships
with men have been re-imagined and women’s
access to cultural identity restricted and even de-
valued. This process has been interfaced with (1)
the landsliding social downward mobility in the
families, (2) overall impoverishment process, (3)
dominant political ideology of ethnic mono-iden-
tity and belonging, (4) changes in family relations
and family ideologies and (5) sizeable obstacles
for crossing the emerging borders and bounda-
ries – both geographic, political, psychological
and financial. Furthermore, the processes of se-
paration and disconnection  from what had been
“a place of attachment in a contrapuntal moder-
nity” (Clifford 1994) in the past, were simulata-
neously the processes of new sociocultural adap-
tations and allegiances formed across borders as
well as new transnational patterns of mobility to
affect the habitual lives of those involved.
The phrase “this nasty yard” signaled social
dissociation of those who formerly “belonged”
to this place, metonymic of a larger, translocal
Soviet space, on the one hand. On the other, el-
derly women – if they can afford - have found
and make use of now available diversities of pub-
lic spaces, proper for their age and (if) financial-
ly available.  Why? They definitely don’t feel at
ease and secured when sitting in the yard, a spa-
ce of possible rudeness, aggression and violen-
ce. This formerly public space of theirs turned
into a non-place, with no “yard” borders and sym-
bolic boundaries to protect from “strangers”.
Today these elderly women sometimes tra-
vel – now abroad, to the places of origin, emo-
tional attachment, etc., but they keep living with
their children and grandchildren who have ma-
de their determined choices to live in Latvia, even
in the political status of “alien”, even in the rus-
sophobic climate of dominant political power-
trenders. Statements of their granddaughters,
Russian-speaking students of University of Lat-
via, in numerous interviews, are really telling in
terms of re-imagining the space, time and figu-
res of social capitalisation in urban Russian-spe-
aking families. Let me quote just a couple of ve-
ry recent examples:
(1)”We, here, are really SO different from them in
Russia.”
(2)“No, but they in Russia – they are so different
from us, here, in Europe”.
(3)“No, we Russians here, are so different from them
in Russia – we talk differently, we behave different –
we are Baltic Russians”.
(It is a pity that one cannot render here the into-
nation with which they make a stress for difference
with “those in Russia”).
Feelings of respect and care structured ac-
ross generations, gender, family and public spa-
ces, have also been eroded due to the current
overwhelming social and political devalorisation
of people’s lives in the Soviet period. Most of
Russian-speaking people, in particuar, elderly
and middle-aged, have to deal with the identi-
ties “alien”, “occupant”, “fifth clumn”, “a hand
of Moscow”, etc. propagated by dominant poli-
tical discourses. The younger, thus, in their claims
for citizen status, either choose the “difference/
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distance from” their ancestors’ imagined home-
land or gradually follow the radicalisation of mi-
nority nationalist discourse in Latvia. The chan-
ges in the ethnic composition of Latvia’s popu-
lation and the taking of the citizenship of, for
instance, Byelorussia and the Ukraine was and
is taking place largely on account of a conscious
shift on the part of individuals and families alike
in their ethnic identification towards ‘non-Rus-
sian’. This is a process occurring at the juncture
of a complicated maze of political, economic, so-
cial, gender, and psychological pressures ema-
nating both from the past and the present and
forcing individuals to ‘cast their choice’.
By the same token, ethnic transnational
changes taking place as a rule on professional or
family grounds often lead to increases in the emo-
tional distance in regards to the perception of
belonging to Russia (as the historical homeland
where one’s parents and grandparents were born)
as well as gradual changes in the scenarios of in-
dividual and collective ethnicity such as ‘being
Russian in Latvia’ seen as an indicator of a ‘Rus-
sian-ness’ different from that of Russia. Meanw-
hile, the terms “Russian-speaking,” “we Rus-
sians,” and “us non-Latvians” as a particular col-
lective identification keep surfacing during the
interviews of young women. It is very likely that
those phrases reflect the linguistic, cultural, and
cognitive outlook in which generations of the in-
terviewed families were raised and educated.
It has recurrently been noted in the recent
batch of interviews that the European dimension
itself is a parameter of belonging and of diffe-
rence. Europe is considered to be much more
attractive as an image and a destination point of
the desire to belong, or a much ‘friendlier’ ver-
sion of the parameter of ‘one’s own place’ than
the ‘national’ or ‘Latvian’ dimensions. The ‘Eu-
ro-identity’ is dominantly entering a transnatio-
nal dimension in the formation of individual and
family attitudes favourable to remaining in Lat-
via and acquiring Latvian citizenship. Meanwhi-
le the ‘European imagination’ draws around Eu-
rope its own ‘boundary’, which was evidenced re-
cently in a city advocacy advertisement poster cal-
ling people to vote for acceding to the EU: “Do
not exclude yourself from Europe!” Exclusion
from Europe, defined in line with familiar orien-
talist implications, has not attained its equilib-
rium in the collective consciousness of the peop-
le (including Russian speakers) haphazardly, thus
echoing the words of an important European of-
ficial according to whom the process of eastern
enlargement of the EU at the same time repre-
sented its completion.
In today’s ‘multi-space’ those that find them-
selves again in the frames of a ‘subaltern’ condi-
tion may, unlike the previously imposed commu-
nity-determined choice of ethnicity that was ba-
sed on a symbolic unity of the territory of the
denomination or ethnicity (like “granny clubs”),
also opt for an individual, informed one situated
outside of the traditional community and insti-
tutional ties. In this way the individual ethnic and
gender consciousness prefers the private sphe-
re, the sphere of the family, or newly construc-
ted or reclaimed certain para-private ones (such
as the sphere of a religious sect, for instance) –
away ‘from this nasty yard”.
However, in the private spaces of their fa-
milies elderly women confront new and previo-
usly unknown experiences and knowledges. They
can hardly use their pedagogical urge for their
grandchildren as the latter sit next to the com-
puters and talk in the incomprehensible langua-
ge of “þçåð” (user)”, “äèëèòíóòü” (to delete),
“ñäåëàòü ñåéâ” (to save). What was in old wo-
men’s past, is totally devalorised as a form of
knowledge, experience, social capital, memory,
identity, belonging, and is gradually being re-clai-
med by their grandchildren already in a diffe-
rent experiential and identitarian  framework of
Russian-speaking minority in Latvia.
In their families, elderly women are at a loss
when their granddaughters and even grandsons
politely refuse to eat what they have always coo-
ked for them when they had been small children.
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A family fridge can in some cases be a sample of
several diets. A number of my young women res-
pondents give me a typical reply: “I respect what
my granny cooks but I can’t eat it – it is too fat
for me. I can’t take so many calories, but she ke-
eps saying to me that I am as thin as a fishbone.”
Availability of public fastfood places or cafete-
ria also distracts young people from their gran-
nies’ kitchens in the evenings and the related ri-
tuals of granny pedagogy.
In their vegetable patches, elderly women
are not sure who now needs what they grow, can
and preserve for winter seasons. “I can buy eve-
rything in our market or in the shop, but of cour-
se it is always nice to get occasionally a fresh cu-
cumber from my granny’s garden. But she should
not make the garden into a family industry”, –
another respondent told me.
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SUMMARY
Using a transnational perspective, this article ana-
lyzes a web of relations forged by, around and among
women in the age of babushka in the Russian-speaking
families of Riga, Latvia, and the ways in which gender,
age and power interface the relations in the sphere of
the private, intimate, familial. My interest is in looking
into how these relations position women of age in cer-
tain social formations, in the exchanges of material and
intangible resources and symbols between their “origins”
and their “place”. The object of my fieldwork, analysis
and argument is elderly women, or babushkas, in the age
(Pearsall 1997; Rosow 1965) by which a Soviet woman
had already fulfilled her duties and identities of “a wor-
king woman” and “a good mother”. It is a woman’s time
that actually was never explicitly addressed by Soviet do-
minant gender ideology behind well-known cultural rep-
resentations.
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